
Teacher notes for ‘Mars’ from The Planets by Gustav Holst. 
 
Students will be given the instructions for the Achievement standard and 
the teacher will read through the instructions with the students. 
         
Lesson sequence:   Topic One-‘Mars’ by Gustav Holst. 
1. Listening to the music of ‘Mars’ by G. Holst and completing a ‘first 
impressions’ task sheet, sharing of impressions and discussion around elements and 
features: to use focused listening to discover the musical elements and features of 
the work. 
 
  2 .  Re-introduce the piece ‘Mars’ to students and watch the DVD of ‘Mars’ by 
G.Holst(DVD Explorer): discussion around the instrumentation/orchestration and 
sounds: to identify and describe the structural devices used by the composer and to 
identify with the orchestration used by the composer. 
 
 3. In groups of 2-3, make a poster of the era, investigating the social/historical 
context, research into the era and the composer(access to computers for research): 
to place the work in context historically and explore the composer’s intent for the 
work and his influences. Formative assessment 1, over 1 week period to be 
undertaken here. 
 
 4 .As a class undertake a score reading of the work: To follow instrumental lines in 
the score. To identify markings in the score of the composer’s intent and to describe 
the orchestration. 
 
 5.     Analysis of work using ‘Dando & Sell Orchestral  Guides’. Sharing of knowledge 
and skills. 
               : To describe the structure of the work, analysing key elements and 
features, and musical devices in detail. 
 
 6. Aural work relating to motifs: To identify and recall key motifs used in the work. 
Transcription of key themes. 
Paragraph/chart summarising work: To describe the work in detail, listing key points 
studied. 
 
7. Collate information on social/historical contexts. Revise analysis of 

elements/features and compositional devices. : To understand in depth the 
music work studied. 

8. Formative assessment 2: Elements/features/compositional devices. 
 
Resources: DVD Explorer ‘Mars’ by G Holst. 
                  Dando & Sell Orchestral Guides. 



 
 Demonstrate Knowledge and understanding of Music Works 
 
An Introductory Lesson to ‘Mars’ by Gustav Holst 
 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
I WANT YOU TO USE WORDS OR GRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS TO 
DESCRIBE THE MUSIC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 
Now think about the elements and features you have noticed and answer the 

following questions: 

1. Describe the rhythmic motif. 

 

 

2. What did you notice about the dynamics? 



 

 

 

 

3. Was there a noticeable melody? Who had it? 

 

 

 

 

4. Did the piece bring to mind any particular thoughts about what it could 

be written for? 

 

 

 

5. What tonality was evident? 

 

6. What was the structure of this piece? 
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 Year Level  11   Unit Topic : Music works  Lesson Topic: Mars from ‘The Planets’ 

 
 
 

ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVE: To develop and understanding of music in context.  
Curriculum links: Level 7 Understanding music in context.(UC) 

LEARNING     
OUTCOMES

TEACHING POINTS ACTIVITIES ASSESSMENT RESOURCES 

Examine the social/ 
historical and cultural 
context of ‘Mars-The 
Planets’. 
 

Investigate origin of the title ‘The 
Planets’ 
 
Investigate composer’s intent. 
 
Research social climate of 1913, and 
the performance history. 

In small groups:
Read the biographical 
information and make 5 key 
points. 
 
Create a poster about the social 
climate of 1913. 
 
Complete task sheet for the 
origin of ‘The Planets’ and the 
performance history. 

Group presentations to class
 
Peer and teacher assess. 

Internet resources/ biography. 
 
Poster material. 
 
Task sheet. 

 
Other: Cross curricula links / Links to: Participating and contributing, thinking, using language, symbols, and texts. 
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 Year Level  11`   Unit Topic : Music works  Lesson Topic: View ‘Mars’ DVD from ‘The Planets’ 

 
 
 

ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of music in context.  
Curriculum links: Level 7 Understanding music in context.(UC)

LEARNING     
OUTCOMES 

TEACHING POINTS ACTIVITIES ASSESSMENT RESOURCES 

Use critical analysis 
to inform and 
evaluate a recorded 
performance of 
‘Mars’. 
 
Identify and describe 
elements and features 
of the work ‘Mars’ 
making links to 
sections of the DVD. 

Focused listening/viewing 
 
Discuss initial reactions. 
Examine the structure/mood. 
 
 
Reflect on elements and features 
to assist task sheet work. 

Students will watch the DVD 
of ‘Mars’ 
 
Students will share their ideas 
as a class about the 
performance, with relation to 
the structure and its effect. 
 
Students will work in pairs 
through the task sheet handed 
out 
 

Teacher monitoring 
through reflective 
questioning. 
 
 
Peer sharing and 
evaluation. 

DVD of ‘Mars’  
 
 
Teacher generated Task 
sheet 
 
Whiteboard and markers 

 
Other: Cross curricula Links to: Participating and contributing, thinking, using language, symbols, and texts. 
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LEARNING     
OUTCOMES 

TEACHING POINTS ACTIVITIES ASSESSMENT RESOURCES 

Use critical analysis to 
inform and evaluate a 
recorded performance of 
‘Mars’. 
 
Identify and describe 
elements and features of 
the work ‘Mars’ making 
links to sections of the 
DVD. 

Focused listening/viewing 
 
Discuss initial reactions. 
Examine the structure/mood. 
 
 
Reflect on elements and features to assist 
task sheet work. 

Students will watch the DVD of 
‘Mars’ 
 
Students will share their ideas as a 
class about the performance, with 
relation to the structure and its 
effect. 
 
Students will work in pairs through 
the task sheet handed out 
 

Teacher monitoring through 
reflective questioning. 
 
 
Peer sharing and evaluation. 

DVD of ‘Mars’  
 
 
Teacher generated Task sheet 
 
Whiteboard and markers 

ACHIEVEMENT OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of music in context.  
Curriculum links: Level 7 Understanding music in context.(UC) 

 Year Level  11`   Unit Topic : Music works  Lesson Topic: View ‘Mars’ DVD from ‘The Planets’ 

 
Other: Cross curricula Links to: Participating and contributing, thinking, using language, symbols, and texts. 
 
 

 



 
‘Mars’ from ‘The Planets’ by Gustav Holst. There are TWO tasks to 
complete. 
 
Task One: You are to complete this task as an assignment over one week in 
written/graphic format. Your teacher will set the due date.  
 

a) Research the Orchestra at the time Holst wrote ‘The Planets’. You may either make a 
chart showing the set-up, or provide written evidence to show your understanding.  

b) Discuss the social climate of 1913 and the use of the instruments in this work (timbre, 
tonal colour) 

c) Explain the form of this work ,‘Mars’.(Use notes from viewing the DVD in class) 
 
 
 
Task Two: You are to examine the musical elements and features of ‘Mars’ with 
reference to the score. You will analyse and describe the compositional devices used by 
the composer.  
This task will be completed in class time over one week.  
 
Bullet points and references to bar numbers may be used for this task. 
You may use the score to provide evidence of your knowledge of the above task and you will 
have access to the recording. 
Your teacher will provide you with the score and guidance for completing this task. 
You will be expected to participate in oral discussion relating to the analysis task and you 
should be prepared to play back short musical phrases on your instrument. 
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